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ABSTRACT
In the era of multicore and manycore processors, a systematic engineering approach for software performance becomes more and more crucial to the success of modern software systems. This article argues for more software performance engineering research specifically for multicore and manycore systems, which will have a profound impact on software engineering practices.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite rapidly improving hardware, many recent software systems are still suffering from performance problems, such as high response times or low throughputs [1]. Hardware is often not the limiting factor as powerful multicore and manycore processors are readily available on the market and modern software systems may run in huge data centers with virtually unlimited resources. Performance problems often stem from software architectures that are not designed to exploit the available hardware. Instead, these software architectures ignore the advances of distributed computing and multicore and manycore processors.

Systematic approaches for engineering software systems to achieve desired performance properties have been proposed [2, 3]. They advocate modeling software systems during early development stages, so that performance simulations can validate design decisions before investing implementation effort.

The advent of multicore processors results in new challenges for these systematic software performance engineering (SPE) methods. Modeling software running on thousands of cores requires rethinking of existing approaches [4]. While techniques and tools for parallelizing software are evolving [5], novel methods and tools need to be created to assist software architects in designing systems that can exploit the capabilities for parallel execution but do not overburden software developers during implementation [6].

This article summarizes the results of a Dagstuhl Workshop on Multicore Software Performance Engineering held in early 2012. More than 20 researchers and practitioners from different areas, such as software auto-tuning, compiler construction, performance modeling, benchmarking, etc. discussed open research challenges and sketched a corresponding research roadmap.

2. SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING

2.1 Foundations
Connie Smith introduced "Software Performance Engineering" (SPE) in the mid 90s [2]. SPE defined a new paradigm of considering performance throughout the software development process. The process starts with the definition of proper performance requirements, involves methods of architecture evaluation to identify problems early, and requires regular performance tests during implementation.

Architects that practice SPE use software models (e.g. UML models) plus additional performance related annotations (e.g. UML MARTE) to analyze system performance already in early design phases [7]. Existing tools transform annotated software models into performance models, such as Queuing Networks (QNs), Stochastic Process Algebras (SPAs), or Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs). Analysis of performance models provides estimates of response times, throughput and resource utilization that allow architects to check whether a software design can fulfill given performance requirements. This approach avoids late redesigns which may become costly or even technically infeasible.

To follow SPE, developers should do regular performance tests to check response times, throughput and resource utilization of their software system under realistic conditions. To ensure that these tests provide meaningful results, they should be executed automatically together with regular continuous integration builds of the complete software system.

In the software model and the implementation, software architects and developers can apply different performance engineering techniques to improve the system's performance. Techniques such as parallelization, task scheduling, and resource allocation can be applied to optimize the system's behavior and meet the specified performance requirements.

The results of this Dagstuhl Workshop highlight the importance of software performance engineering in the era of multicore and manycore processors. The workshop discussions and the resulting roadmap provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of software performance engineering and outline future research directions.
patterns and validate their impact [2] via prediction or measurement. For example, they can check how the introduction of a cache improves the overall system throughput. Additionally, software architects and developers can detect and remove performance anti-patterns. For example, they may identify an overloaded database lock and investigate the impact of a different locking strategy.

2.2 State of SPE Research

Since the introduction of SPE, software tools supporting both modeling and measurement have evolved. For modeling and analysis, these are for example JMT\(^1\) (for QNs), PEPA\(^2\) (for SPAs) or QPME\(^3\) (for SPNs). Additionally, integrated modeling and analysis environments, such as the Palladio Bench\(^4\), exist. Many of these tools’ providers have reported successful applications in prototypical industrial settings. For performance measurements on early prototypes or complete systems, there are for example automated load drivers, benchmarking tools, and monitoring frameworks (e.g. SoPeCo\(^5\), Kieker\(^6\)).

SPE, however, never focused on multicore software development explicitly [3]. As a consequence, many SPE approaches fail to produce accurate performance analysis results for modern multi-core systems. There are two reasons for this. First, software designs are changing and use more fine-grained parallelism that cannot be expressed in most SPE approaches. Second, often the bottleneck in multicore systems is not the processor but other shared resources such as caches or memory buses. This creates a need for new multicore models and measurement techniques. At the same time, the ability to use a large number of cores may be an opportunity for SPE tools and pave the way for more sophisticated solution techniques and simulations that were formerly deemed infeasible.

3. OVERVIEW OF MULTICORE SPE

The new field of 'Multicore Software Performance Engineering' (MCSPE) must enhance the SPE methodology to support and exploit the advent of systems that operate on processors with a large number of cores. One way to structure the issues faced by MCSPE is to analyze the different layers in a modern system, looking at how their performance is affected by the advent of multicore and manycore processors and what layer-specific techniques exist to deal with the issues. Fig. 1 depicts a simplified hierarchy of system layers, the following subsections look at the relevant performance issues in each layer, also listing the magnitude of observed effects and the existing modeling approaches.

3.1 Hardware Layer

Starting from the bottom, the hardware layer is concerned with hardware features such as the processor throughput, the configuration of the processor cores, the architecture of the memory subsystem, or the device configuration. In the hardware layer, major MCSPE challenges stem from the fact that the individual cores do not execute in isolation, but instead influence each other through multiple shared resources.

With hardware thread support, one resource shared among threads is the processor execution units. This makes threads stall each other depending on the particular classes of executed instructions. Early work on thread scheduling has shown the impact on instruction throughput to be as high as 25% [9]. The effect has been modeled probabilistically in [10] and [11], where the authors predict thread instruction throughput from detailed thread behavior profiles.

Another significant performance effect is due to the sharing of various elements of the memory subsystem. Work on process scheduling [12] demonstrates over 50% impact on execution time and suggests complex interactions on shared caches, prefetchers, controllers and buses are to blame. These issues are addressed by models constructed for process scheduling purposes, which help distinguish better or worse schedules, but do not address absolute modeling accuracy. More accurate models for particular memory subsystem elements may exist, such as [13] or [14] for cache sharing, but these models again require detailed thread behavior profiles.

Yet another source of performance effects emphasized with MCSPE is the adaptive power management, which can change the speed or even power up and power down some cores depending on software demand and thermal conditions. Such management is likely to be an essential component of future chips [15] with significant performance impact – different combinations of management strategies and thermal margins were shown to change application throughput by factor of as much as four in [16]. Existing models of processor behavior that include thermal considerations rely on description of processor architecture and knowledge of how the executing software exercises the processor units [17].

The outlined issues become especially pronounced when systems with many cores are considered [4, 18]. Manufacturing general purpose processors with hundreds or thousands of cores may be feasible soon, and specialized manycore processors already exist in graphic processing units (GPUs). For example, the latest AMD graphic accelerator boards sport 32 compute units (CUs) totaling 2048 arithmetic units (ALUs). The computational power offered by these GPUs is already used, for instance, in complex physical simulations. Such computations are necessarily tailored to the complex heterogeneous architectures of the GPUs, especially where the data location constraints of the memory subsystem are concerned. The intricacies of such architectures are in fact still being investigated [19].

For MCSPE, the distribution of the work on the cores, the amount of communication resulting from this distribution, and the access patterns on shared resources have to be captured in the performance prediction models. System performance becomes a result of complex interactions through shared resources, which – although often well known – are currently either not accurately modeled, or modeled only in isolation and by models that require too detailed input information. Combinations of existing detailed models result in huge state spaces that are difficult to solve. New abstractions for representing large sets of cores, with good performance prediction accuracy, need to be researched [20].

3.2 Operating System & Virtualization Layer

On the operating system layer, the impact of process
scheduling on performance is of obvious interest. For general purpose operating system schedulers, the effects of load balancing and process priorities on process execution were investigated in [21] and later modeled in [22]. In addition to allocating execution time, operating system scheduling also has a major impact on how processes interact through shared resources at both hardware and software levels. Emerging schedulers provide mechanisms to optimize such interaction [11, 12], but this optimized scheduling behavior is yet to be captured by performance models, and can in fact disrupt probabilistic models that assume process independence.

An important feature that affects software performance in many modern systems is virtualization. Although the goal is to achieve performance isolation between virtualized systems [23], performance interference between virtual machines is still significant [24]. The model in [24] can predict performance interference between two virtual machines given detailed workload characteristics, however, in practice the interfering workloads may be unknown. Recently, black box models based on the Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) framework were applied to performance modeling and management of services in virtualized hosting environments [25], showing that it is possible to derive independent models for individual cores with acceptable runtime overhead.

Better understanding of multicore and manycore systems brings changes in the management of NUMA memory architectures. Where past operating system support relied mostly on static resource allocation, recent development heads towards automated memory migration [26, 27]. Automated memory migration has been shown to deliver speedup as high as 21% in [28].

The operating systems change to utilize the multicore and manycore systems more efficiently and predictably. For MC-SPE, many details on the operating system layer should be hidden from the modeler, however, the complexity of the mechanisms involved requires that they are taken into account. Ideally, a casual modeler would simply plug models of operating system abstractions into more high level application models to make fast predictions, whereas a more demanding modeler would require facilities to tune the abstraction model features.

### 3.3 System Libraries Layer

The system libraries layer comprises generic functionality, such as file handling, memory management, sorting, and graphics routines. Many such libraries need to be optimized for multicore and manycore systems–attention is paid for example to memory allocation, which is an essential feature provided by system libraries to most applications. Work on memory allocation techniques that scale on multicore and manycore systems [29, 30, 31, 32] demonstrates significant performance impact. It has been reported to change the performance of a particular server benchmark by a factor of five [31], or even to cut by half the execution time of an application that itself rarely allocates memory [32]. Interestingly, where early research treats poor multicore and manycore scalability as an allocator design problem that can be remedied to achieve close to perfect scalability, more recent work suggests there may be an inherent trade off between achievable throughput, latency, and space efficiency [32].

Whether a design problem or an inherent property, performance effects related to scalability of system libraries on many cores are significant. Rather than assuming libraries whose performance scales with the number of cores, MC-SPE therefore needs to model the performance effects, possibly using measurement-based models that might offer better cost-accuracy trade off than manually constructed models.

Certain libraries may also offer a degree of adaptivity when executing on multicore or manycore systems. This may consist of common autotuning, such as done by the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) library7, or more complex decisions that trade e.g. response time for encoding quality in graphics processing. Since these functions are common in a large class of systems, MC-SPE must again aim at providing standard model libraries for this layer, which so far do not exist.

For reasons including lack of operating system support, system libraries are also used to access specialized parallel hardware, especially GPUs. Sharing such hardware among applications and scheduling combinations of workloads has been shown to provide performance improvements over sequential workload execution [33]. MC-SPE would need to treat such sharing as it does other workload scheduling mechanisms.

### 3.4 Runtime Environment Layer

Modern systems often feature a runtime environment layer, such as the Java Virtual Machine or the Common Language Runtime. This layer necessarily performs numerous decisions that affect multicore performance, such as sizing thread pools, implementing allocation policies or optimizing synchronization patterns. Facing the complex and diverse nature of the runtime environments, the developer community adopts mostly heuristic rather than systematic

---

7 [http://www.fftw.org/](http://www.fftw.org/)
approaches to performance tuning [34]. As far as MCSPE is concerned, distilling and capturing this heuristic experience may turn out to be more efficient than attempting to create a comprehensive performance model.

Particularly notable features of this layer are automatic memory management and just-in-time compilation. Automatic memory management is known to have significant performance impact especially in low memory conditions [35], however, models of garbage collection performance are rare [36]. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine actual memory consumption, itself an essential factor to garbage collection performance models [37]. The compiler construction research is currently aiming at techniques to automatically improve software for multicore environments, for example by parallelizing loop executions [38]. Once such techniques are commonly employed by compilers, MCSPE models will need to take thus gained speedup into account, e.g. by also introducing parallel actions in the system behavior model. Ideally, this can be realized by model transformations on the prediction model.

3.5 Middleware & PaaS Layer

The communication services provided by middleware or Platform-as-a-Service layer can take advantage of multicore and manycore systems, where application message routing can be optimized by tailoring it to the system architecture [39]. Existing SPE models do not yet reflect such optimizations [40].

A recent trend in SPE is the use of models at runtime [41, 25]. This is especially useful if the operational conditions of the software, for example the usage profile or the hardware environment, change at runtime. Models are constructed on demand to reflect the runtime conditions and then analyzed at runtime to prepare dynamic system reconfiguration. An example runtime optimization at this layer is the auto-scaling feature of cloud service offerings [42].

MCSPE should provide guidelines for modeling important middleware parameters and provide benchmarks which specifically test middleware products for their multicore scalability. Middleware performance has been addressed in SPE by measurement-based performance exploration methods, e.g. [43], and by constructing model libraries, e.g. [44]. None of these provide explicit multicore or manycore support, adding such support would likely inflate the model parameter space and complicate the model calibration phase.

3.6 Application Layer

The highest system layer comprises software applications and databases. Databases are special kinds of software applications that traditionally have been subject to performance optimization. Query optimization, indexing, caching, partitioning and many other techniques are employed. These techniques aim at dividing the work most efficiently among the available cores. To this end, classical algorithms are revised to support multi-/manycore environments more effectively. For example, Horikawa [45] devised an approach to identify scalability bottlenecks in database management systems and demonstrated the approach on a 16-core system increasing the maximum achievable throughput by 60 percent. Unfortunately, there is still a lack of good database performance models that reflect the number of processor cores and do not suffer from hard assumptions [46].

For generic software applications, Tarvo and Reiss [47] were able to derive accurate performance models for multi-threaded programs. They used the models to determine configurations of the analyzed programs that allowed to best exploit the available multi-core hardware. The extension of this work to automate building performance models for arbitrary programs is planned.

SPE optimization methods have classically focused on the system design time assuming an abstract, constant system model [48]. For example, Li et al. [49] devised performance and cost models for SAP Enterprise Resource5 planning systems. Their models can be used in multi-objective optimization to find an optimal tradeoff between performance and costs. de Gooijer [50] et al. used evolutionary algorithms to determine the optimal number of cores with respect to performance and costs for an industrial web-based architecture.

Implementation time optimization has been carried out by software developers manually by search for bottlenecks in the code and then tuning the performance [3]. Developers are assisted in implementation time optimization by tools, such as Intel’s Parallel Studio9, but they are typically not integrated with higher level, architectural performance models [5]. Sometimes, the discovered bottlenecks may be out of developer control due to distance from hardware.

3.7 Summary

Multicore technologies have a complex impact on each described layer. For some layers, there are performance models of decent accuracy, which, however, are often themselves complex, making them difficult to solve. For other layers or particular techniques used on these layers, there are hardly any accurate performance models. A direct approach to whole system modeling, where the individual models would be combined, is therefore not likely to succeed. Some constituent models do not exist yet, and even if they did, it would be hard to maintain, solve, and interpret their combination efficiently.

4. CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this section, we focus on selected challenges in MCSPE which raised special interest during the Dagstuhl workshop this article is based on. For each category, we first discuss the challenges and then suggested research directions. We have combined the research suggestions into a MCSPE research roadmap in Fig. 2. Each of the remaining subsections describes one lane of Fig. 2. For each research direction, we also estimate how difficult it will be to address the highlighted challenges based on the existing research results.

4.1 MCSPE Modelling

4.1.1 Challenges

As elaborated in Section 3, multicore and manycore have a profound impact on different system layers. The performance influences and interdependencies in a multicore world are much more complex than in a single-core environment. For example, memory accesses and caching are often safely disregarded in today’s modeling notations, but they gain in importance for multicore systems.

9http://www54.sap.com/pc/bp/erp.html
Many modeling approaches tackle the multicore trend on a single, isolated system level, disregarding other levels. For example, detailed hardware models may exist for certain multicore processors, but they are difficult to combine with the scheduler models on the operating system layers or the database models on the application layer. There is a mismatch of abstraction levels that complicates building valid predictive models combining different layers.

In general, it is still expensive to build predictive performance models [50], and this is even more true for multicore models, which are more complicated than classical single core performance models. Besides the need for well-educated and experienced performance experts, who are able to find suitable abstractions and have a feeling for the important performance issues in a system, it is also necessary to reduce the overheads for manually creating models based on measurements.

4.1.2 Research Directions

To tackle these challenges several steps are necessary (Fig. 2, top lane). In step 1, novel MCSPE models need to be researched. For example, it is conceivable to integrate higher-level concurrency patterns, such as map/reduce, into today’s models to avoid the need to model parallelization using low-level abstractions, such as control flow forks and locking of passive resources [51, 52]. For manycore processors, it might be necessary to find different predictive abstractions as the complexity of such technologies is likely overwhelming to be modeled with classical abstractions.

Future SPE models must be capable of valid predictions in multi- and manycore scenarios incorporating the effects from the different system layers. There is a need to integrate models and avoid the mismatch of abstraction levels. There also might be multiple models provided with single software components, but on different granularity levels (e.g., one for scenarios in the range of milliseconds and one for scenarios in the range of seconds). Software architects could choose an adequate model depending on the context, e.g., early/late design time or short/long performance scenario.

In step 2, MCSPE models must be made reusable across products, companies, and application domains. This would address an important roadblock for broader adoption of SPE practices in industry. Ideally, MCSPE models must be cost-effective to create even by non-performance experts. Similar to the SPE software execution models, they should be written in a notation familiar to the developer or architect (e.g., UML).

Ultimately, in step 3, a multicore/manycore performance knowledge base could evolve [3], where performance experts, software architects, and developers share models, measurements, experience, and pitfalls to avoid specifically in multicore settings. This could support an engineering approach towards performance of software systems and overcome today’s error-prone craftsmanship approaches. Such knowledge bases could reside inside companies, between collaborating organizations, or even specific technical domains (e.g., enterprise Java, real-time embedded) and application domains (e.g., banking, 3D graphics).

We estimate the difficulty of the modeling research directions to be medium to high. Some initial models, e.g., for multicore scheduling or database systems, already exist. It
is conceivable that such effort will be extended and linked with other system model layers. However, it is still hard to find good abstractions across all system layers that respect the complex interdependencies.

4.2 MCSPE Measurements

4.2.1 Challenges

Measuring, comparing, and evaluating software performance is a challenging and error-prone task. Experiments that fail to address the complex interactions in multicore and manycore environments have been shown to deliver potentially misleading results [53], and while some techniques emerge to address these issues, they are still too cumbersome to be deployed in production environments [54].

Making correct performance observations is but one challenge of measurements in multicore and manycore systems. When the performance impact of workload interaction is to be modeled, various characteristics of the workload need to be measured – for example, to extrapolate how an application will perform on a platform with a different number of cores, it may be important to understand its instruction mix composition or its memory access pattern. The data from such measurements can be used to calibrate models that allow assessing the performance on a different platform, another usage profile, or more data. Current measurement techniques still wrestle with the issues of setup costs and overhead disruptions when collecting such data.

Yet another set of challenges to measurement arises in the cloud environments, where novel metrics are adopted to characterize elasticity, and where the closed nature of the platform and the presence of competing workloads further complicates measurements [55].

Measurements also need to play a role in discovering and characterizing new interactions. Clearly, not all performance relevant interactions in multicore and manycore systems can be anticipated, and it is up to explorative measurements, possibly coupled with expected behavior models, to discover when and what interactions occur.

4.2.2 Research Directions

Following the roadmap sketch in Fig. 2, step 1 calls for methods and tools that use systematic experiments and measurements to help developers and architects understand the performance properties of their applications in multicore and manycore settings. They can systematically search for performance problems or identify parts in their application where parallelization yields the largest performance improvement. There is a need to define performance measurements in a goal-driven manner, focusing on specific multicore aspects to answer specific questions.

Portable MCSPE models require measurements to populate the MCSPE model with parameters reflecting particular concurrent usage profiles on particular platforms, collected for example by systematically exploring parameter spaces or by relying on measurements on multiple reference platforms. Besides documented systematic experiment setups, multicore measurement guidelines can evolve. Best practices and common mistakes in multicore performance measurements need to be communicated. Knowledge from this work can contribute to the multicore/manycore performance knowledge base described earlier.

Judging by the gradual emergence of sophisticated measurement tools, the measurement research directions appears relatively less difficult – the challenge lies not in the research topics themselves, but in the need to accompany the research with robust tool development that will provide shared experimental environments. The diversity of platforms where measurements need to be taken, together with the necessarily tight coupling between the platforms and the tools, can make this a significant effort.

4.3 MCSPE Design Support

4.3.1 Challenges

Multi- and manycore processors affect all phases of the software development process and also the way software is developed [5]. Performance and scalability requirements become more important to guide design, development and testing. Especially the design of software architectures has to take into account effects of data volume and load to support partitioning of data, definition of independent tasks running on individual cores, and to define proper synchronization points. It is often hard for developers and architects to identify those parts of an application where concurrency yields the largest benefit. Future designs and implementations must be created with more emphasis on concurrency awareness.

The effect of design decisions on the overall performance of an application is difficult to anticipate given multicore technologies. Parallelizing existing software is difficult and not a matter of local changes, instead it requires a structured approach [56]. There is a lack of proper tool support for these tasks.

4.3.2 Research Directions

Fig. 2 shows two steps for future research. In step 1, both developers and architects require adequate support to increase their performance awareness due to increased concurrency and to assess the trade-off between complexity and performance. Existing multi-/manycore design patterns and design guidelines should be tested and need to be tailored for domain specific support [51]. For example, design patterns such as Map-Reduce [57] can help developers to systematically parallelize data processing thus leading to increased concurrency. These guidelines will support architects and developers alike in building scalable architectures that make effective use of the available resources.

A subtle but important impact of distributing performance relevant information through patterns and guidelines is the improved communication between the authors and the users of the documented artifacts (e.g. libraries). This will help remedy the current situation, where the performance relevant information often has to be derived by the users through experimental measurements and reverse engineering.

Eventually, in step 2, a performance decision support system could arise that software architects use during requirements engineering, architecture design, and implementation. Developers need to be informed about the effect of their decisions on the overall performance of their application. For example, feedback on the speedup achieved by their code on different processors [58] can guide decisions and focus development efforts. Architecture trade-offs between multicore performance and other quality attributes, such as reliability, maintainability, and security need to be made visible by
decision support system in order to guide well-rationalized design decisions.

We estimate the difficulty of the design support research directions to be low, because the initial work is ongoing and first books and pattern collections for multi-core design already exist. Based on such patterns, models enriched with measurements are currently investigated, leading to systematic design decision support in the future. However, the complexity of the various interactions among cores in a many-core system still leads to gaps between the models and realistic measurements.

4.4 MCSPE in Embedded/Real-time Systems

4.4.1 Challenges

Multi- and manycore systems will also change the way embedded systems are designed [59, 60, 61]. Due to the cost efficient production of multi-core CPUs, their use in embedded systems will increase. Today, many embedded system are based on single-core architectures, and their migration to multi-core architectures will require a pervasive paradigm shift in design, implementation, engineering, and testing. In parallel systems which run on multicore CPUs, this requires new analysis methods that cope with sources of uncertainty introduced through contention over processor caches or memory buses.

Deterministic functional and timing behavior is often crucial for real-time systems and there is a need to determine worst-case execution times (WCET) for the certification of safety-critical systems. A significant challenge exists in reworking WCET estimation technology, as much of its theoretical foundation assumes single-core systems and both the formal methods and current attempts at WCET for multicore have not yet been shown to scale to realistic examples (e.g., [62]).

4.4.2 Research Directions

Based on the existing and on-going work for engineering general purpose multicore systems, concepts for parallel embedded and real-time systems will have to be developed. The concepts will have to take into account domain specific non-functional requirements such as safety and be developed for different (older) languages and embedded/real-time software engineering tools.

There is a big potential and need for research work for tackling the worst-case execution time (WCET) problem [63] for embedded and/or real-time systems in the multicore era. Scheduling algorithms, worst-case executing time predictions, or soft-real time analyses need to take the new uncertainty due to multicore hardware into account to gain reliable results. As shown in Fig. 2, in a first step multicore WCET estimation need to be tackled, whereas future approaches may also develop approaches for manycore WCET estimation.

Software engineering concepts for parallel embedded systems will be relatively straightforward to construct based on the experience gained with general purpose systems. WCET estimates for multi- and manycore systems on the other hand seem to be a harder problem. The resource contention in these systems is only one of many new uncertainties that these systems introduce to a domain in which CPU caches often were disabled to trade performance for predictability. As a consequence, the difficulty of the embedded real-time challenges appear to be high. Both models as well as tools need to be evolved for full MCSPE support.

4.5 MCSPE in Self-Adapting Systems

4.5.1 Challenges

One particular approach to the development of multi-core software systems and the migration of existing legacy code to multi-core systems is the use of self-adaptation [64]. Examples for this include automated allocation of processes on cores, auto-tuning of data partitioning and thread use, as well as an adaptive middleware and application layer. Automated allocation of processes decides on the use of single cores operated at higher frequencies with increased heat production versus the use of parallel processing on multiple cores at lower temperatures. Auto-tuners inspect executing programs with parallel parts and try to adapt the number of parallel threads to the system's number of cores, cache structure or bus layout. Adaptive middleware and application layers try to allocate at runtime an optimal number of cores to dynamic workloads.

Several issues arise for MCSPE. First, it is necessary to answer the question which of the details of each of the self-adaptation layers need to be included into the performance analysis model to get sufficient accuracy. Second, the overall system may turn into a stack of self-adaptive layers. In current approaches, each layer tries to self-optimize independent of other layers. However, this may result in one layer's optimization to negatively impact the optimization on a different layer. Here, a federated self-adaptation in which each layer's adaptation coordinated with other layers could improve the overall, global result. In this setting, MCSPE could help to give insights into the data and models needed to achieve this federated self-adaptation.

4.5.2 Research Directions

Three steps could be envisioned to structure this research (Fig. 2, bottom lane). Self-adaptive systems need to be supported by MCSPE through modeling and measurement techniques that account for the performance effects. The next step is to use the techniques and their performance predictions and evolve them into self-tuning systems that are capable of automatically learning the impacts of optimizations on different abstraction levels and eventually optimizing overall system performance by self-coordination in the last step.

We estimate the difficulty of the self-adaptation research directions to be high. The reason is that new models for MCSPE need to be created, which also demands new analysis techniques. As self-adaptation often leads to transient phases in the behavior of software systems (i.e., phases in which a system adapts), the demand for transient analyses arises. This requirement conflicts with the wide-spread use of steady-state average-response-time analyses dominating MCSPE today. Hence, new analysis techniques need to be developed and tested, making full support for self-adaptation in MCSPE difficult.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Classical software performance engineering from the single core era has brought forward methods, tools, and development guides. All these techniques help to avoid performance problems, thereby saving cost and preserving company rep-
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